Gail Hartford Memorial Award

Exhibitors will be judged on how their horse is groomed and conditioned during showmanship by the judge. Exhibitors will also be judged outside of the arena on how well they are taking care of their horses, that they warm up properly, grooming their own horses (unless they are juniors then some parent help is ok), watering, filling hay bags, demonstrating good sportsmanship, and just all around excited to be doing what they are doing!

Judges Score Card

Horse is well conditioned..................................................40
Horse is well groomed.......................................................30
Horse and Exhibitor working as a team.................................30

(Outside arena)

Exhibitor warms up horse properly..................................15
Exhibitor’s horse has hay in hay bag.................................15
Horse is well groomed.........................................................15
Exhibitor is on time for gate call........................................15
Good Sportsmanship............................................................15
Water bucket is full or water and close at hand if needed...15
Cinch is loosened if horse is tied up w/saddle.................10